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The Dark Fields
Norman Mailer, without a doubt the most important
literary figure of his generation, here celebrates the
genius of "the greatest living American writer" from
an earlier generation in an extended essay of
unequalled brilliance as well as in a generous
selection from Miller's work to point the way to "the
center of the power of his writing."--Front flap.

Genius and Lust
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A handsome, slip-cased, two-volume edition is printed
in commemoration of thereigning achievements of
this singular American writer.

Big Sur and the Oranges of Hieronymus
Bosch
A family of fugitive slaves becomes separated while
traveling to freedom aboard the Underground
Railroad.

Black Spring
Henry Miller's monumental venture in self-revelation
was begun with his Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of
Capricorn, which on their American publication were
hailed as "miraculous," "superb," "ribald," "brilliant,"
and "shamelessly shocking." Sexus is the first volume
of a series called The Rosy Crucifixion, in which Miller
completes his major life work. It was written in the
United States during World War II, and first published
in Paris in 1949. Of this remarkable project, Lawrence
Durrell has said: "The completion of his seven-volume
autobiography, if it fulfills the promise of what he has
already given us, will put his name amongst the three
or four great figures of the age."

The Cosmological Eye
The author's quest for spiritual renewal is illuminated
in descriptions of his impressions of Greece and its
people
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Paris 1928
Tells the stories of a man's struggle with the idea of
suicide and of a bed-hopping threesome brought
together by a strange doctor-psychiatrist-mentor

The Books in My Life
In his great triptych "The Millennium," Bosch used
oranges and other fruits to symbolize the delights of
Paradise.

Running for Our Lives
Henry Miller and Modernism: The Years in Paris,
1930–1939 represents a major reevaluation of Henry
Miller, focusing on the Paris texts from 1930 to 1939.
Finn Jensen analyzes Miller in the light of European
modernism, in particular considering the many
impulses Miller received in Paris. Jensen draws on
theories of urban modernity to connect Miller’s
narratives of a male protagonist alone in a modern
metropolis with his time in Paris where he
experienced a self-discovery as a writer. The book
highlights several sources of inspiration for Miller
including Nietzsche, Rimbaud, Hamsun, Strindberg
and the American Transcendentalists. Jensen
considers the key movements of modernity and
analyzes their importance for Miller, studying
Eschatology, the Avant-Garde, Dada, Surrealism,
Expressionism, and Anarchism.

Henry Miller and Narrative Form
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A comprehensive, objective biography of Henry Miller
draws on his vast correspondence as well as
interviews with his associates to paint a fresh portrait
of this important writer

Black Spring
The Happiest Man Alive
SHE’S GOD. HE’S A GAMBLER. IT’S A MATCH MADE IN
HEAVEN … OR HELL? Risk of Ruin is a love story
unlike any you’ve ever read—dark, disturbing,
irreverent, some might say sacrilegious—while
protagonists Bart and Stacy may be the most
compelling misfits to go on the lam since Bonnie and
Clyde. The first work of fiction to be released by wellknown gambling expert and author Arnold Snyder,
Risk of Ruin is a provocative story of crime, passion,
rebellion, and possible redemption that attempts to
answer a question that has tormented gambling men
since Adam placed that all-in bet on Eve: Is she worth
the risk?

The Henry Miller Reader
Miller’s groundbreaking first novel, banned in Britain
for almost thirty years.

Quiet Days in Clichy
This collection, first published by New Directions in
1939, contains a number of Henry Miller's most
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important shorter prose writings. They are taken from
the Paris books Black Spring (1936) and Max and the
White Phagocytes (1938) and were for the most part,
written at about the satire time as Tropic of
Capricorn—the period of Miller’s and Durrell’s life in
the famous Villa Seurat in Paris. As is usual with
Miller, these pieces cannot be tagged with the label of
any given literary category. The unforgettable portrait
of Max, the Paris drifter, and the probablyautobiographical Tailor Shop, are basically short
stories, but even here the irrepressible vitality of
Miller’s personality keeps breaking into the narrative.
And in the critical and philosophical essays, the prose
poems and surrealist fantasies, the travel sketches
and scenarios, Miller’s passion for fiction, for telling
the endless story of his extraordinary life, cannot be
held down. Life, as no other modern author has lived
it or can write it, bursts from these pages—the life of
the mind and the body; of people, places and things;
of ideas and the imagination.

Sunday After the War
Incorporating the novels, pamphlets and letters of
Henry Miller, Killing the Buddha argues for Miller’s
written work to be considered as a whole in relation to
the theme of Zen Buddhism, specifically the concept
of Satori (awakening). By reading Miller’s literary
output and letters as a spiritual journey to awakening,
it is possible to chart his development as a writer, and
offer insight into his repetitive use of biographical
material. Reflecting upon the influence of Otto Rank
and Henri Bergson on Miller’s conceptualization of the
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role of the writer, and then by examining his complex
rejection of Surrealism, it is possible to show Miller’s
burgeoning Zen Buddhism as a life-long quest for
acceptance and authenticity explicitly explored within
his work. With close readings of the ‘Obelisk Trilogy’
of the 1930s (Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn
and Black Spring) and The Rosy Crucifixion Trilogy
(1949-1960), Miller’s complex journey to Satori is
shown as a continuous progression from his early
notorious novels through to the essays and pamphlets
of his later career.

Risk of Ruin
Continuing the subversive self-revelation begun in
Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn, Henry Miller
takes readers along a mad, free-associating journey
from the damp grime of his Brooklyn youth to the sunsplashed cafes and squalid flats of Paris. With
incomparable glee, Miller shifts effortlessly from Virgil
to venereal disease, from Rabelais to Roquefort. In
this seductive technicolor swirl of Paris and New York,
he captures like no one else the blending of people
and the cities they inhabit.

Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn
You're about to discover the crucial information
regarding Peyote. It can be overwhelming if you are
trying to find honest, factual information because of
all the random opinions out there on the internet. You
also have to be careful about the misinformation that
is coming from online sources, especially those with
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financial incentives. This book serves to be an
unbiased guide so that you can understand all of the
important information before you invest money or
time into trying Peyote. This book goes into the
origins and history of Peyote, how Peyote works, the
science behind it, the positive and negative effects of
consuming Peyote, as well as the legality and dangers
involved. By investing in this book, you can get a
grasp of the topic so that you can make a solid
decision about what you put into your body, or even
help other people in your life.

Black Spring
The Obelisk Trilogy
Crazy Cock
Fearless, iconic poet, novelist, and feminist Erica Jong
offers a fascinating in-depth appreciation of the
controversial life and work of American literary giant
Henry Miller Henry Miller (Tropic of Cancer) and Erica
Jong (Fear of Flying) are true literary soul mates. Both
authors have been, in equal measure, lauded for their
creative genius and maligned for their frank
treatment of human sexuality. So who better than
Erica Jong to offer an expert appraisal and
appreciation of Henry Miller, the man and his art? At
once a critical study, a biography, a memoir of a
remarkable friendship, and a celebration of the life
and work of the author whom Erica Jong compares to
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Whitman, The Devil at Large explores the peaks and
valleys of Miller’s storied writing career. It examines
his tumultuous relationships—including his doomed
marriage to June Mansfield and his lifelong tenuous
bond with his mother—and confirms his standing as a
creative genius. Jong, a renowned feminist,
courageously answers critics who accuse her subject
of degrading women in his fiction, suggesting instead
that he sought to demystify them by means of the
“violent verbal magic of his books.” With grace, wit,
warmth, and intelligence, Jong brings readers close to
the man and his writing. There has never been a more
incisive and insightful analysis of this exceptional
American master. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Erica Jong including rare photos and
never-before-seen documents from the author’s
personal collection.

My Life and Times
In this bold study James M. Decker argues against the
commonly held opinion that Henry Miller’s narratives
suffer from ‘formlessness’. He instead positions Miller
as a stylistic pioneer, whose place must be assured in
the American literary canon. From Moloch to Nexus
through such widely-read texts as Tropic of Cancer
and Tropic of Capricorn, Decker examines what Miller
calls his ‘spiral form’, a radically digressive style that
shifts wildly between realism and the fantastic.
Drawing on a variety of narratological and critical
sources, as well as Miller’s own aesthetic theories, he
highlights that this fragmented narrative style formed
part of a sustained critique of modern spiritual decay.
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A deliberate move rather than a compositional
weakness, then, Miller’s style finds a wide variety of
antecedents in the work of such figures as Nietzsche,
Rabelais, Joyce, Bergson and Whitman, and is viewed
by Decker as an attempt to chart the journey of the
self through the modern city. Henry Miller and
Narrative Form affords readers new insights into some
of the most challenging writings of the twentieth
century and provides a template for understanding
the significance of an extraordinary and inventive
narrative form.

Tropic of Capricorn
Imagine a drug that makes your brain function in a
fantastically efficient way, tapping in to your
fundamental resources of intelligence and drive.
Imagine a drug that could make you read and
remember entire books in a matter of hours, or learn
a foreign language in a day. Imagine a drug that could
make you process information so fast you can see the
patterns on the stock market. Eddie Spinola is on such
a drug. It's a pill called MDT-48. It's a Viagra for the
brain, a designer drug that's redesigning his life.
Eddie's not the only one doing MDT, but with his
dealer shot dead and Eddie escaping with a large
stash, he's the only one with a supply. And while the
drug is helping Eddie make the sort of money he's
only dreamed about, he's also beginning to suffer its
side-effects

The Floating Opera and The End of the
Road
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A cult modern classic, Tropic of Capricorn is as daring,
frank and influential as Henry Miller first novel, Tropic
of Cancer A story of sexual and spiritual awakening,
Tropic of Capricorn shocked readers when it was
published in 1939. A mixture of fiction and
autobiography, it is the story of Henry V. Miller who
works for the Cosmodemonic telegraph company in
New York in the 1920s and tries to write the most
important work of literature that was ever published.
Tropic of Capricorn paints a dazzling picture of the life
of the writer and of New York City between the wars:
the skyscrapers and the sewers, the lust and the
dejection, the smells and the sounds of a city that is
perpetually in motion, threatening to swallow
everyone and everything. 'Literature begins and ends
with the meaning of what Miller has done' Lawrence
Durrell 'The only imaginative prose-writer of the
slightest value who has appeared among the Englishspeaking races for some years past' George Orwell
'The greatest American writer' Bob Dylan Henry Miller
(1891-1980) is one of the most important American
writers of the 20th century. His best-known novels
include Tropic of Cancer (1934), Tropic of Capricorn
(1939), and the Rosy Crucifixion trilogy (Sexus, 1949,
Plexus, 1953, and Nexus, 1959), all published in
France and banned in the US and the UK until 1964.
He is widely recognised as an irreverent, risk-taking
writer who redefined the novel and made the link
between the European avant-garde and the American
Beat generation.

The Colossus of Maroussi
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Scholarly responses to Henry Miller's works have
never been numerous and for many years Miller was
not a fashionable writer for literary studies. In fact,
there exist only three collections of essays concerning
Henry Miller's oeuvre. Since these books appeared, a
new generation of international Miller scholars has
emerged, one that is re-energizing critical readings of
this important American Modernist. Henry Miller: New
Perspectives presents new essays on carefully chosen
themes within Miller and his intellectual heritage to
form the most authoritative collection ever published
on this author.

Nexus
Sexus
"I always carry over 40,000 gold francs about with me
in my belt. They weight about 40 pounds, and I am
beginning to get dysentery from the load." A
collection of stories and excerpts from longer works.

Henry Miller on Writing
An essential collection of writings, bursting with Henry
Miller’s exhilarating candor and wisdom In this
selection of stories and essays, Henry Miller
elucidates, revels, and soars, showing his command
over a wide range of moods, styles, and subject
matters. Writing “from the heart,” always with a
refreshing lack of reticence, Miller involves the reader
directly in his thoughts and feelings. “His real aim,”
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Karl Shapiro has written, “is to find the living core of
our world whenever it survives and in whatever
manifestation, in art, in literature, in human behavior
itself. It is then that he sings, praises, and shouts at
the top of his lungs with the uncontainable hilarity he
is famous for.” Here are some of Henry Miller’s bestknown writings: an essay on the photographer
Brassai; “Reflections on Writing,” in which Miller
examines his own position as a writer; “Seraphita”
and “Balzac and His Double,” on the works of other
writers; and “The Alcoholic Veteran,” “Creative
Death,” “The Enormous Womb,” and “The Philosopher
Who Philosophizes.”

Henry Miller and Modernism
“A brilliant selection . . . it is in short a voyage of
discovery, an adventure and this the log of that
voyage in the life of a probing and powerful writer.”
—Robert R. Kirsch, Los Angeles Times Some of the
most rewarding pages in Henry Miller's books concern
his self-education as a writer. He tells, as few great
writers ever have, how he set his goals, how he
discovered the excitement of using words, how the
books he read influenced him, and how he learned to
draw on his own experience.

Peyote
Some writers attempt to conceal the literary
influences which have shaped their thinking - but not
Henry Miller. In The Books in My Life he shares the
thrills of discovery that many kinds of books have
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brought to a keenly curious and questioning mind.
Some of Miller's favorite writers are the giants whom
most of us revere - authors such as Dostoeyvsky,
Boccaccio, Walt Whitman, James Joyce, Thomas Mann,
Lao-Tse. To them he brings fresh and penetrating
insights. But many are lesser-known figures:
Krishnamurti, the prophet-sage; the French
contemporaries Blaise Cendrars and Jean Giono;
Richard Jeffries, who wrote The Story of My Heart ; the
Welshman John Cowper Powys; and scores of others.
The Books in My Life contains some fine
autobiographical chapters, too. Miller describes his
boyhood in Brooklyn, when he devoured the historical
stories of G. A. Henty and the romances of Rider
Haggard. He tells of the men and women whom he
regards as living books": Lou Jacobs, W. E. B. DuBois,
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, and others. He offers his
reminiscences of the New York Theatre in the early
1900's - including plays such as Alias Jimmy Valentine
and Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model . And finally, in
Miller's best vein of humor, he provides a satiric
chapter on bathroom reading. In an appendix, Miller
lists the hundred books that have influenced him
most. "

The Devil at Large
An engaging invitation to rediscover Henry
Miller—and to learn how his anarchist sensibility can
help us escape “the air-conditioned nightmare” of the
modern world The American writer Henry Miller's
critical reputation--if not his popular readership—has
been in eclipse at least since Kate Millett's blistering
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critique in Sexual Politics, her landmark 1970 study of
misogyny in literature and art. Even a Miller fan like
the acclaimed Scottish writer John Burnside finds
Miller's "sex books"—including The Rosy Crucifixion,
Tropic of Cancer, and Tropic of Capricorn—"boring
and embarrassing." But Burnside says that Miller's
notorious image as a "pornographer and woman
hater" has hidden his vital, true importance—his
anarchist sensibility and the way it shows us how, by
fleeing from conformity of all kinds, we may be able
to save ourselves from the "air-conditioned
nightmare" of the modern world. Miller wrote that
"there is no salvation in becoming adapted to a world
which is crazy," and in this short, engaging, and
personal book, Burnside shows how Miller teaches us
to become less adapted to the world, to resist a life
sentence to the prison of social, intellectual,
emotional, and material conditioning. Exploring the
full range of Miller's work, and giving special attention
to The Air-Conditioned Nightmare and The Colossus of
Maroussi, Burnside shows how, with humor and
wisdom, Miller illuminates the misunderstood tradition
of anarchist thought. Along the way, Burnside reflects
on Rimbaud's enormous influence on Miller, as well as
on how Rimbaud and Miller have influenced his own
writing. An unconventional and appealing account of
an unjustly neglected writer, On Henry Miller restores
to us a figure whose searing criticism of the modern
world has never been more relevant.

Henry Miller
In 1930 Henry Miller moved from New York to Paris,
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leaving behind — at least temporarily — his
tempestuous marriage to June Smith and a novel that
had sprung from his anguish over her love affair with
a mysterious woman named Jean Kronski. Begun in
1927, Crazy Cock is the story of Tony Bring, a
struggling writer whose bourgeois inclinations collide
with the disordered bohemianism of his much-beloved
wife, Hildred, particularly when her lover, Vanya,
comes to live with them in their already cramped
Greenwich Village apartment. In a world swirling with
violence, sex, and passion, the three struggle with
their desires, inching ever nearer to insanity, each
unable to break away from this dangerous and
consuming love triangle.

On Henry Miller
A collection of works spanning the entire career of
great 20th-century American writer Henry Miller,
edited and introduced by Lawrence Durrell. In 1958,
when Henry Miller was elected to membership in the
American Institute of Arts and Letters, the citation
described him as: "The veteran author of many books
whose originality and richness of technique are
matched by the variety and daring of his subject
matter. His boldness of approach and intense
curiosity concerning man and nature are unequalled
in the prose literature of our times." It is most fitting
that this anthology of "the best" of Henry Miller
should have been assembled by one of the first
among Miller’s contemporaries to recognize his
genius, the eminent British writer Lawrence Durrell.
Drawing material from a dozen different books Durrell
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has traced the main line and principal themes of the
"single, endless autobiography" which is Henry
Miller’s life work. "I suspect," writes Durrell in his
Introduction, "that Miller’s final place will be among
those towering anomalies of authorship like Whitman
or Blake who have left us, not simply works of art, but
a corpus of ideas which motivate and influence a
whole cultural pattern." Earlier, H. L. Mencken had
said, "his is one of the most beautiful prose styles
today," and the late Sir Herbert Read had written that
"what makes Miller distinctive among modern writers
is his ability to combine, without confusion, the
aesthetic and prophetic functions." Included are
stories, "portraits" of persons and places,
philosophical essays, and aphorisms. For each
selection Miller himself prepared a brief commentary
which fits the piece into its place in his life story. This
framework is supplemented by a chronology from
Miller’s birth in 1891 up to the spring of 1959, a
bibliography, and, as an appendix, an open letter to
the Supreme Court of Norway written in protest of the
ban on Sexus, a part of which appears in this volume.

Stand Still Like the Hummingbird
Henry Miller's bold, explicit novels scandalized
readers and remade the literature of his day. In this
uncompromising literary manifesto he argues that sex
is at the heart of his writing because it is at the heart
of life - a vital force as essential as bread, money,
work or play.

To Paint is to Love Again
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Nexus is the third volume of the scandalous trilogy
The Rosy Crucifixion, Henry Miller's major life work
The exhilarating final volume of Henry Miller's semiautobiographical trilogy, Nexus follows his last
months in New York. Trapped in a bizarre ménage-àtrois with his fiery wife Mona and her lover Stasia, he
finds his life descending into chaos. Finally, betrayed
and exhausted, he decides to leave America and sail
for Paris, to discover his true vocation as a writer.

The Wisdom of the Heart
During the Great Depression, Henry Miller travels to
Paris and around Europe with his wife Mona, and
documents his sexual exploits and relationship with
his spouse.

Tropic of Cancer (Harper Perennial
Modern Classics)
This tender and nostalgic work dates from the same
period as Tropic of Cancer (1934). It is a celebration
of love, art, and the Bohemian life at a time when the
world was simpler and slower, and Miller an obscure,
penniless young writer in Paris. Whether discussing
the early days of his long friendship with Alfred Perles
or his escapades at the Club Melody brothel, in Quiet
Days in Clichy Miller describes a period that would
shape his entire life and oeuvre.

Plexus
Uncovered along with Crazy Cock in 1988 by Miller
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biographer Mary V. Dearborn, Moloch emerged from
the misery of Miller's years at Western Union and
from the squalor of his first marriage. Set in the
rapidly changing New York City of the early twenties,
its hero is the rough-and-tumble Dion Moloch, a man
filled with anger and despair. Trapped in a demeaning
job, oppressed by an acrimonious home life, Moloch
escapes to the streets only to be assaulted by a world
he despises even more — a Brooklyn transformed into
a shrill medley of ethnic sights, sounds, and smells.
The antagonized Moloch strikes out blindly at
everything he hates, battling against a world whose
hostility threatens to overwhelm and destroy him.

Killing the Buddha
Plexus is the second volume of the scandalous trilogy
The Rosy Crucifixion, Henry Miller's major life work
Exploring one man's desperate desire for freedom,
Plexus is the central volume of Henry Miller's
scandalous semi-autobiographical trilogy The Rosy
Crucifixion. It finds him in the midst of his stormy
marriage to the volatile, duplicitous Mona, and joyfully
quitting his dreary job for a hand-to-mouth existence
in Brooklyn, as he takes his first steps towards
becoming a writer.

The World of Sex
Moloch
Many of them have appeared only in foreign
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magazines while others were printed in limited
editions which have gone out of print.

Black Spring
Tropic of Capricorn : Riotous, rude and explosive, this
book chronicles Henry Miller's early life in New York.
The young Miller is angry, passionate, lewd, a fiery
prophet of sexual and intellectual freedom, and an
incorrigible prankster dedicated to the subversion of
America's stale moral code. Read it, and experience
for yourself Miller's raw, unbridled love of life in all its
filthy, vital glory.
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